Polar coding is a recently proposed coding technique that can provably achieve the channel capacity. The polar code structure, which is based on the original 2 × 2 generator matrix, polarises the channels, i.e., a portion of the channel capacities approach 1, while the remaining channel capacities approach 0. Due to the specific size of this original generator matrix, polar codes can only have code lengths equal to the powers of 2, resulting in inefficiency for codes of practical lengths. In this paper, the performance of finite-length polar codes over the binary erasure channel is analysed. A normalised polarisation distance measure is defined and polar codes from different generator matrices showing different amount of polarisation are compared using this measure. Encoding structures for these generalised polar codes are proposed and polarisation performances in both asymptotical and finite-length cases are investigated for generator matrices of size 3 × 3 and 4 × 4. A generalised decoder is also proposed for this generator matrix and its erasure rate is compared with that of the original generator matrix. It is shown that polar codes that have performance similar to the original construction can be constructed and used for a variety of code lengths, not necessarily equal to powers of 2, using generalised generator matrices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Shannon, in his 1948 paper [1] , calculated the channel capacity -the ultimate limit of error-free communication over a noisy channel. Prior to 1990s, attempts on designing capacity achieving coding schemes generally failed, since the infeasible code lengths required for good error performance made it impossible to obtain practical coding schemes. The beginning of the 1990s witnessed the emergence of iteratively decodable codes. Among these codes, Gallager's low-density parity-check (LDPC) code family [2] , [3] was the most successful one that could approach the channel capacity via suboptimal decoding algorithms, e.g., a code family whose decoding threshold is 0.0045dB away from the channel capacity was successfully designed in [4] . However, the required code length is in the order 1
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of several millions and, in general, it is observed that as the code's error performance approaches the channel capacity, the associated error floor rises and the code becomes unusable for high signal-to-noise ratios.
Regardless, the LDPC code family was accepted to be the best and may be the only solution of approaching the channel capacity, until Arikan proposed channel polarisation and the associated polar coding technique to provably achieve the channel capacity [5] , [6] . In this approach, a channel cluster undergoes a transformation and the capacity of the channels in the newly obtained channel set polarises (for sufficiently large number of channels), i.e., individual channel capacities converge either zero or one. If the channel transformation process is considered as encoding, an information sequence can then be sent over the channels with high capacity. Channel polarisation, in this regard, is the first analytically provable channel capacity achieving method and allows us to obtain the polar code family, which has low encoding and decoding complexities. Error performance of polar codes that are created with a similar technique to digital signal processing techniques such as the fast Fourier transform was analysed in [7] , [8] . Realisation and design of practical polar codes, error bounds, and exponents were studied in [9] - [11] .
In this paper, polarisation performance of various polar code generator matrices is analysed. Our main focus is on the finite-length polarisation behaviour of polarised channels generated by generator matrices of different sizes. These generator matrices are evaluated via both asymptotical polarisation rate exponents and finite-length polarisation measures. As comparing different generator matrices via histogram plots is not an easy task, a finitelength normalised polarisation distance measure is proposed in order to provide distance plots and compare polarisation levels. The generator matrix showing the best polarisation performance for any given code rate can be determined using this measure. Upper bounds on block error probability for the generator matrices with different polarisation levels are given and compared with Arikan's original generator matrix' bound. Moreover, the recursive likelihood ratio equations for a specific 4 × 4 generator matrix are computed and a decoding algorithm that utilises these equations is implemented. It is shown that using larger generator matrices allows obtaining polar codes with flexible code lengths while maintaining an error performance comparable to that of the original construction. This is an efficient way to obtain polar codes of flexible code lengths and is comparable to the contribution of [11] . In [11] , the authors propose the use of puncturing together with codes with length equal to the next power of 2 to obtain the desired code length. This approach can be used in conjunction with the proposed approach to obtain codes of desired length with minimal use of puncturing by starting with a slightly larger block length (not necessarily the next power of 2) and puncturing the unnecessary symbols/channels. The paper is organised as follows: Section II covers the preliminary concepts of polar coding and reviews the standard code construction method. The main contribution of the paper is presented in Section III, where we consider the case of generalised generator matrices of larger sizes and define a normalised polarisation distance measure to quantify the amount of polarisation for finite-length codes. A generalised decoder is also proposed in this section. Section IV concludes the paper.
II. POLAR CODING
For any given binary-input symmetric channel, the channel capacity, I(W ), is an easy-to-compute value and satisfies the inequality 0 ≤ I(W ) ≤ 1. Based on Shannon's channel capacity theorem, the code rate of a communication channel 0 ≤ R ≤ 1 also fits into this inequality as 0 ≤ R ≤ I(W ) ≤ 1 for error-free communication.
If the two extreme values are considered, i.e., I(W ) = 0 and I(W ) = 1, it is seen that the code design problem can be simplified. For the I(W ) = 0 case, the code rate satisfies R = 0 and error-free communication is impossible regardless of the coding scheme employed, hence, no information can be transmitted across the channel. For I(W ) = 1, the code rate can be chosen as R = 1 and even uncoded bits can be transmitted across the channel without errors. Arikan's channel polarisation and the associated polar coding technique exploit these two extreme cases in Shannon's theorem.
The polar coding scheme proposed in [6] takes N binary-input symmetric channels of capacity I(W ) = δ, transforms them (via a recursive structure) to another set of channels with capacity values approaching either I(W ) = 0 or I(W ) = 1. As N → ∞, N δ channel capacity values approach I(W ) = 1, whereas the remaining N (1 − δ) channel capacities approach I(W ) = 0. These channels are said to polarise: bad channels do not allow reliable transmission of any data, and good channels allow reliable transmission of uncoded data. Also the total channel capacity of the two sets after polarisation is preserved at N δ. Among the newly created channels, uncoded information symbols can be transmitted over the good channels (with channel capacities approaching I(W ) = 1), whereas bad channels (with channel capacities approaching I(W ) = 0) remain unused. The channel cluster transformation and distribution of information sequence to channels with high capacity are together called polar coding.
The first level of the recursion proposed in [6] considers the original generator matrix of size 2 × 2. This level corresponds to combining two independent copies of a single channel in order to create W 2 using the generator matrix
The corresponding channel input configuration is shown in Figure 1 .
The next level of recursion consists of two independent copies of W 2 combined together to create the channel
denotes the vector (y k , y k+1 , . . . , y l ). The corresponding channel input configuration is shown in Figure 2 . In this figure, map channels of equal capacity together to the input of the next channel polarization block. In general, the reverse shuffle operator of size N , π N , maps an input (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s N ) to an output (s 1 , s 3 , . . . , s N −1 , s 2 , s 4 , . . . , s N ). In order to obtain larger structures, the generator matrix G 2 is recursively transformed into larger matrices with a length of desired code sequence using Kronecker products and permutation operators. Specifically, for a desired code length of N = 2 n bits, where n is the number of recursions, the desired matrix is of size N × N and is obtained by applying the transformation G 2 ⊗n and permutation operation afterwards, where ⊗n denotes the n th degree Kronecker product. This results in a family of polar codes with code lengths of powers of 2.
For N = 2 10 = 1024 binary erasure channels (BECs) with channel capacity I(W ) = 0.5, the sorted symmetric capacities obtained using the recursive relations given in [6] are plotted in Figure 3 , where among N = 1024
constructed channels, nearly 400 of them have I(W ) ≈ 0, nearly 400 of them have I(W ) ≈ 1, and the rest of the channels have capacities in some mid-values. In the asymptotical case, the ratio of these intermediate channels is expected to go to zero (complete polarisation).
III. GENERALIZED GENERATOR MATRICES
In [6] , Arikan states that polarisation is a general phenomenon and does not require a special generator matrix [10] , worked on the transformations of generator matrices of size l × l (for l ≥ 3) and obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for polarisation. Arikan and Telatar, in [12] , showed that, when using the polar coding technique and successive cancellation decoding for the original generator matrix G 2 , the block error probability is O(2 −2 nβ ), where β < 1 2 and N = 2 n is the code length. Therefore, the error exponent of G 2 is said to be 1 2 . In [9] , it is proved that this exponent can be improved as the generator matrix size increases, potentially approaching 1. This exponent can even approach 1 when larger generator matrices are used. This result is the main motivation to study larger generator matrices in order to obtain reliable communication using the polar coding technique with low block error probability. In addition to this, by the use of larger generator matrices, we can consider polarisations that are not necessarily spanned by G 2 ⊗n .
A. Bhattacharyya Parameters
In [6] , Bhattacharyya parameters are employed to obtain the channel capacity values, since these parameters are easily computable. For the original generator matrix G 2 , Bhattacharyya parameters are computed and recursive channel capacity equations are obtained in order to demonstrate polarisation. Computing these values are a bit more complicated for larger generator matrices and obtaining similar recursive relations is not always easy. The equations to be used while computing the channel transition probabilities at the channel splitting phase are given by
where
is the constructed joint vector channel and W are known. The subscript N denotes that there are a total of N such formed channels.
The main measure of polarization, the Bhattacharyya parameters, can then be expressed in terms of the channel transition probabilities as
where X and Y denote the input and output symbol alphabets, respectively. In this paper, the binary transmission case is considered, i.e., X = Y = {0, 1}.
For the example generator matrix of
, the recursive combination of three independent copies of a single channel has the transition probability given by
Placing (3) in (1), using (2) , and taking into account that all channels are binary erasure channels with transition probabilities W (0|0) = W (1|1) = 1 − , W (0|1) = W (1|0) = 0, and W (e|0) = W (e|1) = (e denotes an erasure), the corresponding Bhattacharyya parameters can be written in terms of as
3 ) = 2 .
For i = 1, . . . , N , using (6) in [6] , calculating the channel capacity recursively is possible, and since G 3 is lower-triangular [10] , the equations can be written as
Even though computing these values analytically for larger generator matrices is very hard, Bhattacharyya parameters can be numerically calculated. Polarisation histograms corresponding to all possible lower-triangular 3 × 3 generator matrices, denoted by
and N = 3 7 = 2187 channels over binary erasure channels with = 0.5 are shown in Figure 4 .
The generator matrices demonstrating the best polarisation performance are G 011 , G 101 , G 110 , and G 111 . Among the remaining matrices, G 001 , G 010 , and G 100 demonstrate a weaker polarisation, and G 000 does not show any polarisation. This last observation for G 000 is expected as this generator matrix corresponds to using three channels independently without any processing of the channel inputs (G 000 is the identity matrix of size 3 × 3). The polarisation histogram evolution of G 101 for up to 7 iterations is also plotted in Figure 5 . It can be seen that, while the entire histogram consists of channels with erasure values equal to = 0.5 for the first recursion (the gray colour), the subsequent iterations result in channels with colours polarising towards white ( = 1) and black ( = 0).
B. Polarisation Rate Exponents
It has been shown in [10] that partial distances (Hamming distances between generator matrix rows) can be used as a polarisation performance measure. Specifically, the authors consider the maximisation of the polarisation rate exponent for large generator matrices using
where E(G) is the polarisation rate exponent for generator matrix G calculated using the partial distances D i as
Substituting the partial distances D 1 = 1, D 2 = 2, and D 3 = 2 for G 101 in (11) yields E(G 101 ) = 2 3 log 3 (2) = 0.4206. The polarisation rate exponents for all possible lower-triangular 3 × 3 matrices are similarly obtained using (11) and presented in Table 1 .
This result shows that the generator matrices showing the same amount of polarisation based on histogram plot results may have different polarisation rate exponents. Therefore, more than one parameter should be taken into 
account for the performance evaluation and comparison of finite-length polar coded systems. In order to create the most efficient polar code of a finite length, calculating the partial distances is not always enough.
C. Normalised Polarisation Distance Measures
Plotting the polarisation histograms and observing the Bhattacharyya parameter distributions for any generator matrix is a useful tool for visually investigating the polarisation behaviour, however, it is not quite helpful for comparing the polarisation of different generator matrices of the same size. In order to come up with a solution to this, in this section, we propose a normalised polarisation distance measure d 0 p (¯ , N ) for an initial channel erasure probability 0 and a vector¯ = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , N ) consisting of N polarised channel erasure probabilities using the
The normalisation guarantees that the measure satisfies
for all values of N , 0 , and¯ . Therefore, the generator matrices showing no polarisation have d Using (12), the normalised polarisation distance measures of all lower-triangular 3×3 generator matrices are plotted in Figure 6 . The measure curves corresponding to generator matrices yielding better polarisation fall more rapidly than others as the number of recursions increase (the code length increases). At the extreme case of no polarisation (G 000 ), the measure remains constant at the normalised 1 value, which is the worst polarisation scenario.
Again using (12) , the normalised polarisation distance measures for all 4 × 4 generator matrices are plotted in Figure 7 . In this case, we observe a grouping behaviour among 2 16 = 65, 536 generator matrices of size 4 × 4. 
D. Upper Bound on Block Error Probability
Using (13) in [6] , upper bounds on block error probability (BLER) for all 3 × 3 lower-triangular matrices with = 0.5 are obtained and shown in Figure 8 code length of N = 2 11 = 2048, whereas the bounds for 3 × 3 generator matrices are computed at a code length of N = 3 7 = 2187. Therefore, an exact comparison is not quite possible between the 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 generator matrices, but it is viable to say that the matrices showing better polarisation also have a more strict bound on block error probability. Moreover, the generator matrices showing the same characteristics on polarisation histograms also have the same upper bounds on block error.
Upper bounds on block error probability for all 4 × 4 generator matrices with = 0.5 are shown in Figure 9 . The original upper bound for Arikan's 2 × 2 code is computed at a code length of N = 2 10 = 1024, and the number of recursions for 4 × 4 generator matrices is chosen as 5 to obtain a code length of N = 4 5 = 1024. Again, Group 1 is the group showing the best polarisation performance, and its upper bound on block error probability curve overlaps with Arikan's curve. Therefore, it is possible to say that choosing a generator matrix from Group 1 and applying polar code structure is expected to show good block error performance. This is the main reason why a generator matrix from Group 1 is chosen for the investigation of decoding performance and the implementation of a decoder in the next section. 
E. Decoder
For any generator matrix, the likelihood ratio equations need to be computed in order to use the successive cancellation decoder. However, direct computation of W should be computed and so on). Therefore, a recursive structure is necessary for each generator matrix to avoid this cumbersome task.
In order to demonstrate the derivation of this recursive structure, a generator matrix from the best group according to normalised polarisation distance measure is chosen as
The transition probability of the combined channel is then given as
After obtaining the combined channel transition probability for the specified matrix, channels must be split back into a set of 4 binary-input coordinate channels W 
4 (y
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where the binary variables u 2 , u 3 , and u 4 are used to enumerate all possible inputs to the channels.
This channel splitting phase essentially demonstrates how applying one recursion of the generator matrix changes the channel transition probabilities for the channels seen from its input. The generator matrix takes four channels of identical transition probabilities, W (.|.), and produces four new channels with transition probabilities, W
4 (.|.), i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Although the notation is quite straightforward for one recursion, presenting the general recursion expression that takes N channels and produces 4N channels is somewhat more complex, as can be observed in [6] . While the original 2 × 2 code construction deals with two input sets -odd and even -for a channel, the 4 × 4 case calls for four different sets G1, G2, G3, and G4, each representing a set of N/4 elements: G1 = {1, 5, 9, 13, ...}, G2 = {2, 6, 10, 14, ...}, G3 = {3, 7, 11, 15, ...} and G4 = {4, 8, 12, 16, ...}. Then, the recursive transition probabilities can be obtained as
The successive cancellation decoder utilises these channel transition probabilities to estimate the transmitted message. The bit error rate (BER) and frame error rate (FER) performance curves for the successive cancellation decoder for the code designed using G e are given in Figure 10 . The code lengths for G e and Arikan's original generator matrix are chosen as 1024, achieved by setting the number of recursions to 5 and 10, respectively. The simulation results verify that the error performance of the codes from Group 1 is the same as Arikan's original construction's performance. Furthermore, it can be seen that the FER upper bounds for both codes overlap.
On the implementation side, the decoding graph expands faster for a given fixed number of recursions and this results in a denser graph. In the example code construction we presented above, the desired code length is achievable in just 5 recursions, compared to the 10 recursions of the original code construction. The total number of message updates are the same in both implementations and therefore there are twice the number of message calculations per recursion. This leads to an implementation advantage when parallel processing of multiple messages is possible.
In this case, calculating a higher number of messages per recursion would reduce the decoding delay, since the decoder needs to finish one recursion of message calculations before starting the next one.
Another advantage of the proposed code construction lies in the flexibility in the selection of the code length.
For practical code lengths to be selected around 1000-8000, a designer utilizing the original code construction method is forced to choose a code length from the set {1024, 2048, 4096, 8192} (powers of 2). Using generalised generator matrices, this set expands to 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, polarisation performance of polar codes using generalised generator matrices is analysed via both asymptotical and finite-length measures to design and compare efficient polar coded systems. The Bhattacharyya parameters are computed to obtain finite-length measures and the polarisation rate exponents are calculated to obtain asymptotical results over the binary erasure channel. We show that these measures do not always point at the same practical designs and propose a finite-length normalised polarisation distance measure to analytically demonstrate this. Upper bounds on block error probabilities for generator matrices of size 3 × 3 and 4 × 4 are given and it is shown that the bound matches with Arikan's original bound for the best group of size 4 × 4. The proposed flexible coding structures allow for designing codes of various lengths, not necessarily powers of 2. Although adapting this analysis to other channel models is not straightforward, [7] suggests a heuristic method that uses a code designed for the BEC on other channels and reports good experimental results.
